“Do the write thing”

~Violence: The use of force in a way that harms a person or property. I am so thankful that I am not involved in violence outside my house. When I think of violence it’s like a chill that goes through my body. Every where I go everyone is killing their own brother or sister and doesn’t seem to care. I feel like violence is wrong and no one should do it. STOP THE VIOLENCE, BEGIN THE PEACE!!!

~Violence has affected my life because I fear something happening to me or my family. When I hear about how someone is physically, mentally, or emotionally hurt it makes me feel bad because nobody wants to change. Also it affects other people because they have lost a loved one and they can’t do anything to gain that person back. Another reason is that some people are scared to go to a certain street by themselves. Violence doesn’t just affect you but everyone else and the community.

~The causes of youth violence is bullying. Some kids think it’s funny to tear other people down. This can cause kids that get bullied to take their own life. Another reason is family problems and the kids decide to take their problems out on other people that are around them. Another reason is that kids just think they’re better than other people, so they look down on them and then they treat them with disrespect. The violence is not cute and it needs to stop.

~we can try to stop the violence by going to the community center and have a meeting and hear everyone’s opinion. While we’re in school instead of saying negative things to people we can lift each other up with love and positive goals. Another reason is that we should not be afraid to stand up for ourselves. WE CAN MAKE A CHANGE!!!
~REMEMBER STOP THE VIOLENCE AND BEGIN THE PEACE. There is no joy in hurting other people. In order for this world to be a safe and better place to live in then we have to change our ways. The violence needs to stop now. WE ARE THE FUTURE!, LET’S COME TOGETHER FOR A NEW AND BETTER LIFE!!!